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Opposition to new wind energy projects is a global phenomenon
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Opposition to new wind energy projects is a lasting phenomenon

The Economist, 2004
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Letter to the Editor: The proposal to erect pylons across the Towy Valley in Carmarthenshire
has understandably led to protests from those living in and near the area. Those attending the
public consultations on the plan by Bute Energy appear not to have been content with the
response they heard to their objections.

The pylons planned are 27 metres high and would clearly adversely affect what is a beautiful part
of the country, increasingly appreciated by tourists. Indeed, Carmarthenshire County Council is
in the early stages of developing a cycling/walking track along its length, so that people can more
easily appreciate its beauty at leisure. This would hardly be helped by the large numbers of
pylons planned.
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Tilting at windmills
Wind power was expected to ourish o shore. So why is it mostly onshore?

THE hedgerows of Great Glemham, a small village in Su olk, make an unusual billboard for political posters.
Currently they feature eye-catching protests against plans for a wind farm on a disused air eld in next-door
Parham. When the project was announced in December, residents mostly welcomed the idea. Many have now

changed their mind and relations with the farmer who owns the site, an upstanding member of the Parish
Council, have become strained. In the middle of one Saturday night, someone snuck around taking all the
posters down.
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• Legal fees


• Consulting fees


• Payments into community benefit funds


• Payments into wildlife conservation funds


• Administrative costs


• Costs associated with project delays 

Local opposition to wind energy projects comes at a cost
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• Concerns about land values, environmental impacts are the most common sources 
of opposition  (Susskind et al., 2022)


• Low-carbon power is as conflictive as fossil-fired power plants (Temper et al., 2020)


• Protests lead to cancellations, suspensions, and delays (Temper et al., 2020)


• Proximity to wind power can reduce house prices and property values by up to 5% 
(Droes et al. 2021, Jarvis 2021)


Previous work: Sources of opposition and associated 
delays, but limited focus on costs 
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Research questions
• What approaches have emerged in different wind energy markets to address 

local opposition to new projects? 

• How much do these measures add to upfront investment costs?
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Method and data

popp =
CCapEx + Copp

100 Copp
• Metrics: 

   

• Data and sample size: 

• 480 projects overall, covering approx. 60% of installed capacity in 2022 in UK and 
Australia, 45% in Denmark, 6% in the US, 2% in Canada


• All countries: CapEx from developer website, supplemented country-averages from IRENA

• UK: Scottish government’s community and renewable energy scheme administrator, 

developer/operator/owner websites for England and Wales

• UK wind farm planning durations: Renewable Energy Planning database Denmark: Online 

data repository of the Danish renewable energy co-ownership scheme 
(Koeberetsordningen)


• US, Canada from news media articles, developer websites 

Copp

Two ‘proofs’ that the sum of all
positive integers is -1/12

kuco23 · Follow

4 min read · Mar 31, 2022

54 2

You might have already heard this ‘fact’ somewhere. My city even had the
equation as a part of its Christmas decoration (lighted up and everything). It
turns out what we got for Christmas was lies.

By our deAnitions of limits (and everything else), the sum equals inAnity. As
you’d expect. Regardless, there are some connections between the sum and
-1/12. They might look like proofs to an untrained eye, but are really just
connections.

Proof one

Let’s deAne the following sum

A = 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 + …

and look at its partial sums. If we add the Arst two terms, we get 0, then we
add 1 and get 1, then it’s 0 again, then 1, … So, this inAnite sum is the limit of
the sequence

1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, …

What would be the most natural way to deAne this limit? Taking averages
gets us

1, 1 / 2, 2 / 3, 2 / 4, 3 / 5, 3 / 6, …

This sequence converges to ½, so I guess it would make sense to say that our
initial sequence limits to ½, meaning A = ½.

For the sum

B = 1 - 2 + 3 - 4 + 5 - 6 + 7 - 8 + …

we can notice that

2 B =

= 1 - 2 + 3 - 4 + 5 - 6 + 7 - 8 + …

+ 0 + 1 - 2 + 3 - 4 + 5 - 6 + 7 - … =

= 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 + … =

= A

So B = A / 2 = 1 / 4.

If we take our sum of all natural numbers

S = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + …

then

S - B =

= 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + … -

- 1 + 2 - 3 + 4 - 5 + 6 - … =

= 0 + 4 + 0 + 8 + 0 + 12 + … =

= 4(1 + 2 + 3 + …) = 4 S.

We got 3S = -B = -1/4, which gives

S = - 1 / 12.

So, if your friend out of nowhere decides to one day give you a dollar and the
next day two, then three, … End that toxic relationship and sue him for
stealing. Use the above proof in court.

But seriously, these kinds of manipulations with divergent sums are
forbidden in math, as you can quickly get contradictions. E.g.

E = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + …

0 = E - E =

= 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + … -

- 0 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - … =

= 1 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 1.

Apparently, this was proof zero.

Proof two

This one uses some complex analysis. Maybe you have heard of the Riemann
zeta function. It’s a pretty important function and Anding its zeroes is a
problem worth a million bucks. Its deAnition is

where s can also be a complex number. The thing with complex functions is
that they can sometimes be incredibly nice. So nice, that knowing their
values inside any disk on the complex plane, gives us exactly one natural
extension on some larger area, like e.g. the whole complex plane.

The Riemann zeta function is really nice when the real part of s is larger
than 1. This gives us enough information to extend it to the whole complex
plane. This is called analytic continuation. And it turns out that this
continuation evaluated at s = -1 gives us -1/12.

We formally can’t just plug s = - 1 in the sum on the right as that notation
does not preserve analytic continuation. But it is very interesting that in this
complex world, -1/12 is the only natural deAnition for the sum of all natural
numbers.

Conclusion

Don’t believe anyone who tries to convince you that any of the above
arguments is actual proof (unless his math has some freaky deAnitions).
Though if you are disappointed, math has a bunch of real paradoxes that
may be as strange as this one.

The most controversial axiom in mathematics and its paradoxes
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theory. Among them, there is one that for a long time has…
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copp,i

i

=

Opposition cost as a share (popp) of 
upfront  investment cost* (CCapEx), 
summing over the discounted value of i 
types of opposition costs

*Focus on upfront investment rather than LCOE to separate Copp from effects of capacity factors
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Research questions
• What approaches have emerged in different wind energy markets to address 

local opposition to new projects? 

• How much do these measures add to upfront investment costs?
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PROACTIVE REACTIVE

Two main approaches: Proactive and reactive

Deliberate, 
premeditated 

management of 
opposition to 
new energy 

projects 

Ad-hoc, case-
by-case 

management 
of opposition 
to new energy 

projects 

Conflict Conflict
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PROACTIVE

• Recommended 
payment amounts 
and legal frameworks 
for community 
compensation 
(recommended by 
industry associations 
or governments)

• Developers pay 
annual fee or fixed 
per-kWh amount 
into community 
benefit fund

• Used in Australia, 
Denmark, UK


• Recent examples 
also from individual 
US states (NY, ME)

Two main approaches: Proactive and reactive
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REACTIVE

• No prescribed or 
recommended 
strategy to reduce 
wind energy 
opposition

• Costs involve 
consulting fees, 
court fees, 
administrative 
costs, payments 
into wildlife 
conservation funds

• Common in the US, 
Canada

Two main approaches: Proactive and reactive
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Different types of proactive opposition management

• Voluntary community funds 

• No recommended payment amount to 
enable flexibility and tailored approaches 

• Community benefit payments since 
2000 


• Now de-facto standard with 
government-recommendation for  
fixed, annual, lifetime per-MW 
payments since 2009 (£1000)


• Increase to £5000 in 2013

• Long tradition of wind farm co-ownership

• Following increased opposition, 2008 Renewable Energy Act introduced property value loss 

payments

• One-time upfront payment; amount determined either by external commissions (majority) or 

voluntary agreements between property owner and developer

• Per-MW, per-year payments for entire 
project lifetime
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Research questions
• What approaches have emerged in different wind energy markets to address 

local opposition to new projects? 

• How much do these measures add to upfront investment costs?
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Costs associated with proactive and reactive approaches 
to managing opposition to new energy infrastructure
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contingencies due 
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Legal fees

Settlement 
payments

Project-level costs, 
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Hardware costs
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Fig. 1 Overview of the costs of local opposition to energy infrastructure. Left
bar: Proactive approaches are policies, guidelines and legal frameworks designed to increase
community support for new energy infrastructure and decrease the likelihood of conflict.
Middle: Reactive approaches refers to cases where no deliberate, standardized approach for
developer-community consultation and cooperation exists. Instead conflicts are managed on
a case-by-case basis and can involve legal proceedings. Right: Delayed and cancelled energy
projects may incur costs to communities and society at large that are outside the boundary
of project finances, including lost energy and tax revenues and the societal costs of unavoided
greenhouse gas emissions. Bars are scaled to the size of text and do not carry meaning
regarding the size of individual cost components. [check permitting costs, costs of changes
in energy strategies...]

significantly across countries. Estimated opposition costs are highest for the
U.S. and UK (between 0.5 and 7% of installed costs), and lowest for Denmark
and Australia (smaller than or equal to 4% of installed costs). Data availability
for Canada is limited, with estimated opposition costs for the four projects in
our dataset falling into the 0.1-2% range.

The di↵erences in estimated local opposition costs are not a new develop-
ment but have existed for more than a decade (the first year for which we have
estimates from multiple countries is 2007, see Fig. 2), and we already observe
a more than factor-two di↵erence in the share of opposition related costs in
total upfront costs.

Trends in estimated opposition costs vary across countries. In the UK, costs
have trended upwards over the 2000-2022 period. Recent estimated opposition
costs (2017-2019) were roughly two to four times greater than estimated oppo-
sition costs two decades earlier (2000-2002) (Fig. 2). This was driven in part

(= costs of physical equipment)

(= costs of processes and services required for deployment)
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Costs associated with proactive and reactive approaches 
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significantly across countries. Estimated opposition costs are highest for the
U.S. and UK (between 0.5 and 7% of installed costs), and lowest for Denmark
and Australia (smaller than or equal to 4% of installed costs). Data availability
for Canada is limited, with estimated opposition costs for the four projects in
our dataset falling into the 0.1-2% range.

The di↵erences in estimated local opposition costs are not a new develop-
ment but have existed for more than a decade (the first year for which we have
estimates from multiple countries is 2007, see Fig. 2), and we already observe
a more than factor-two di↵erence in the share of opposition related costs in
total upfront costs.

Trends in estimated opposition costs vary across countries. In the UK, costs
have trended upwards over the 2000-2022 period. Recent estimated opposition
costs (2017-2019) were roughly two to four times greater than estimated oppo-
sition costs two decades earlier (2000-2002) (Fig. 2). This was driven in part

(= costs of physical equipment)

(= costs of processes and services required for deployment)
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Middle: Reactive approaches refers to cases where no deliberate, standardized approach for
developer-community consultation and cooperation exists. Instead conflicts are managed on
a case-by-case basis and can involve legal proceedings. Right: Delayed and cancelled energy
projects may incur costs to communities and society at large that are outside the boundary
of project finances, including lost energy and tax revenues and the societal costs of unavoided
greenhouse gas emissions. Bars are scaled to the size of text and do not carry meaning
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significantly across countries. Estimated opposition costs are highest for the
U.S. and UK (between 0.5 and 7% of installed costs), and lowest for Denmark
and Australia (smaller than or equal to 4% of installed costs). Data availability
for Canada is limited, with estimated opposition costs for the four projects in
our dataset falling into the 0.1-2% range.

The di↵erences in estimated local opposition costs are not a new develop-
ment but have existed for more than a decade (the first year for which we have
estimates from multiple countries is 2007, see Fig. 2), and we already observe
a more than factor-two di↵erence in the share of opposition related costs in
total upfront costs.

Trends in estimated opposition costs vary across countries. In the UK, costs
have trended upwards over the 2000-2022 period. Recent estimated opposition
costs (2017-2019) were roughly two to four times greater than estimated oppo-
sition costs two decades earlier (2000-2002) (Fig. 2). This was driven in part

(= costs of physical equipment)

(= costs of processes and services required for deployment)
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significantly across countries. Estimated opposition costs are highest for the
U.S. and UK (between 0.5 and 7% of installed costs), and lowest for Denmark
and Australia (smaller than or equal to 4% of installed costs). Data availability
for Canada is limited, with estimated opposition costs for the four projects in
our dataset falling into the 0.1-2% range.

The di↵erences in estimated local opposition costs are not a new develop-
ment but have existed for more than a decade (the first year for which we have
estimates from multiple countries is 2007, see Fig. 2), and we already observe
a more than factor-two di↵erence in the share of opposition related costs in
total upfront costs.

Trends in estimated opposition costs vary across countries. In the UK, costs
have trended upwards over the 2000-2022 period. Recent estimated opposition
costs (2017-2019) were roughly two to four times greater than estimated oppo-
sition costs two decades earlier (2000-2002) (Fig. 2). This was driven in part

(= costs of physical equipment)

(= costs of processes and services required for deployment)
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Fig. 1 Overview of the costs of local opposition to energy infrastructure. Left
bar: Proactive approaches are policies, guidelines and legal frameworks designed to increase
community support for new energy infrastructure and decrease the likelihood of conflict.
Middle: Reactive approaches refers to cases where no deliberate, standardized approach for
developer-community consultation and cooperation exists. Instead conflicts are managed on
a case-by-case basis and can involve legal proceedings. Right: Delayed and cancelled energy
projects may incur costs to communities and society at large that are outside the boundary
of project finances, including lost energy and tax revenues and the societal costs of unavoided
greenhouse gas emissions. Bars are scaled to the size of text and do not carry meaning
regarding the size of individual cost components. [check permitting costs, costs of changes
in energy strategies...]

significantly across countries. Estimated opposition costs are highest for the
U.S. and UK (between 0.5 and 7% of installed costs), and lowest for Denmark
and Australia (smaller than or equal to 4% of installed costs). Data availability
for Canada is limited, with estimated opposition costs for the four projects in
our dataset falling into the 0.1-2% range.

The di↵erences in estimated local opposition costs are not a new develop-
ment but have existed for more than a decade (the first year for which we have
estimates from multiple countries is 2007, see Fig. 2), and we already observe
a more than factor-two di↵erence in the share of opposition related costs in
total upfront costs.

Trends in estimated opposition costs vary across countries. In the UK, costs
have trended upwards over the 2000-2022 period. Recent estimated opposition
costs (2017-2019) were roughly two to four times greater than estimated oppo-
sition costs two decades earlier (2000-2002) (Fig. 2). This was driven in part

(= costs of physical equipment)

(= costs of processes and services required for deployment)
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Costs associated with proactive and reactive approaches 
to managing opposition to new energy infrastructure
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Fig. 1 Overview of the costs of local opposition to energy infrastructure. Left
bar: Proactive approaches are policies, guidelines and legal frameworks designed to increase
community support for new energy infrastructure and decrease the likelihood of conflict.
Middle: Reactive approaches refers to cases where no deliberate, standardized approach for
developer-community consultation and cooperation exists. Instead conflicts are managed on
a case-by-case basis and can involve legal proceedings. Right: Delayed and cancelled energy
projects may incur costs to communities and society at large that are outside the boundary
of project finances, including lost energy and tax revenues and the societal costs of unavoided
greenhouse gas emissions. Bars are scaled to the size of text and do not carry meaning
regarding the size of individual cost components. [check permitting costs, costs of changes
in energy strategies...]

significantly across countries. Estimated opposition costs are highest for the
U.S. and UK (between 0.5 and 7% of installed costs), and lowest for Denmark
and Australia (smaller than or equal to 4% of installed costs). Data availability
for Canada is limited, with estimated opposition costs for the four projects in
our dataset falling into the 0.1-2% range.

The di↵erences in estimated local opposition costs are not a new develop-
ment but have existed for more than a decade (the first year for which we have
estimates from multiple countries is 2007, see Fig. 2), and we already observe
a more than factor-two di↵erence in the share of opposition related costs in
total upfront costs.

Trends in estimated opposition costs vary across countries. In the UK, costs
have trended upwards over the 2000-2022 period. Recent estimated opposition
costs (2017-2019) were roughly two to four times greater than estimated oppo-
sition costs two decades earlier (2000-2002) (Fig. 2). This was driven in part

THIS WORK POTENTIAL 
FUTURE WORK
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Costs related to opposition add significantly to wind 
project costs, comparable to other soft costs  

• Costs related to 
opposition 
contribute 0.1-10% 
to total upfront 
project costs when 
added to CapEx

• Comparable to 
other ‘soft’ costs, 
including 
engineering 
management and 
project 
development (both 
1% of total), 
assembly and 
installation (3%)

DATASET STATUS JULY 2023: 480 PROJECTS
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Fig. 4 Comparison of reactive and proactive costs. Caption text

On the one hand, the higher estimated cost of proactive approaches is not
surprising, as payments into community compensation schemes are often made
for the entire lifetime of a project. In contrast, reactive payments are one-time
legal fees, consulting fees, or settlement payments. On the other hand, it is
notable that using more standardized, conflict-avoiding approaches, as done in
the UK and Denmark, does not necessarily reduce opposition costs compared
to approaches that let conflicts play out freely. Estimated costs in Denmark
are relatively low, but estimated costs in the UK are the highest in our dataset.
We discuss this issue in greater detail in section x.

3.3 Drivers of payment sizes.

To better understand why opposition costs change over time and di↵er across
countries, we examined a range of factors likely to influence CBF payment
sizes and other types of opposition costs. These factors include turbine size and
overall wind park capacity, population density, income level, and density of
previously existing wind farms. Our results on relationships between wind farm
and locational features and CBF payment di↵er across countries. In the UK,
the size of the CBF payment does not depend on the wind park capacity. CBF
payments fall within a 10% range for small (< 20MW total capacity), medium
(20 � 50MW total capacity), and large medium (> 50MW total capacity)
wind farms. In contrast, large wind farms are associated with smaller per-
MW payments in both Australia (40% lower payments compared to medium
size wind farms [check if this aligns with figures]) and Denmark (20% lower
payments compared to medium size wind farms [check]).

The relationships between wind turbine size and payments also di↵er across
countries. In the UK, larger turbines are associated with larger payments,
which is explained by the increase in the government-recommended payment
along with a simultaneous increase in turbine sizes in the UK market (and
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by an increase in government recommendations for payments into community
benefit funds (see section 3.4 for further discussion). In the U.S., estimated
opposition costs show no clear temporal trend. Over the period covered by our
data (2007-2021), most estimates are below 4% of installed costs, but there
are both early outliers in 2007 and 2009 and late outliers in 2018 and 2020.
The variability in U.S. estimates is likely explained by the lack of standardized
approaches to managing local opposition to wind projects (see section xy). In
Australia, estimated opposition costs are relatively stable over time, with all
estimates over the 2005-2022 period below 1.5% of installed costs. Denmark,
like the U.S., shows no clear temporal trend. There are both early high-cost
cases (2014) and later ones (2020). The variability of Denmark estimates is par-
ticularly surprising, as a standardized approach for community compensation
was introduced relatively early (in 2008 [7]).
RSSRVLWLRQ�FRVWV�GLIIHU�LQ�FRXQWULHV

,Q�DEVROXWH�WHUPV
�FRXQWU\�ZLVH�

$V���RI�&DS([
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FRXQWU\�ZLVH��FDSDFLW\�ZHLJKWHG�DYHUDJH�IRU�HDFK�FRXQWU\�LQ�HDFK�\HDU�ZLWK�UHFRUGV �

Fig. 2 Opposition costs across countries. Caption text

In Figure 3, we show estimated opposition costs for Australia, Denmark,
UK, and U.S. side by side with average capital expenditures. While capital
expenditures for wind power projects have trended downwards in most coun-
tries, estimated opposition costs have been either relatively stable (Australia
and Denmark, see Fig. 3), trended upwards (UK), or shown highly variable
behavior (US).

3.2 Prevalence and costs of reactive and pro-active
approaches.

Next, we discuss our results in terms of the opposition management categories
we defined in section 2.1. Among the countries in our cost dataset, proac-
tive approaches are common in Australia, UK, and Denmark. Frameworks
for the compensation of communities by developers exist in all three coun-
tries, although the degree of standardization varies. In the UK, payments into
community benefit funds are not required by law but have become a widely
accepted standard for onshore wind projects, and transparent government
guidelines exist for the payment amount per unit of power installed [27]. In
Denmark, monetary and non-monetary compensation is administered through

22

• Country comparison: 
UK, US consistent 
higher than Denmark, 
Australia 


• No clear, country-
specific temporal trends
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by an increase in government recommendations for payments into community
benefit funds (see section 3.4 for further discussion). In the U.S., estimated
opposition costs show no clear temporal trend. Over the period covered by our
data (2007-2021), most estimates are below 4% of installed costs, but there
are both early outliers in 2007 and 2009 and late outliers in 2018 and 2020.
The variability in U.S. estimates is likely explained by the lack of standardized
approaches to managing local opposition to wind projects (see section xy). In
Australia, estimated opposition costs are relatively stable over time, with all
estimates over the 2005-2022 period below 1.5% of installed costs. Denmark,
like the U.S., shows no clear temporal trend. There are both early high-cost
cases (2014) and later ones (2020). The variability of Denmark estimates is par-
ticularly surprising, as a standardized approach for community compensation
was introduced relatively early (in 2008 [7]).
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Fig. 2 Opposition costs across countries. Caption text

In Figure 3, we show estimated opposition costs for Australia, Denmark,
UK, and U.S. side by side with average capital expenditures. While capital
expenditures for wind power projects have trended downwards in most coun-
tries, estimated opposition costs have been either relatively stable (Australia
and Denmark, see Fig. 3), trended upwards (UK), or shown highly variable
behavior (US).

3.2 Prevalence and costs of reactive and pro-active
approaches.

Next, we discuss our results in terms of the opposition management categories
we defined in section 2.1. Among the countries in our cost dataset, proac-
tive approaches are common in Australia, UK, and Denmark. Frameworks
for the compensation of communities by developers exist in all three coun-
tries, although the degree of standardization varies. In the UK, payments into
community benefit funds are not required by law but have become a widely
accepted standard for onshore wind projects, and transparent government
guidelines exist for the payment amount per unit of power installed [27]. In
Denmark, monetary and non-monetary compensation is administered through
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• Large range (0.1-7.1%) 
in both UK, US despite 
very different 
approaches to 
opposition management 


• UK: All data points 
represent community 
benefit payments 


• US: Mix of legal fees, 
community benefit 
payments, 
environmental impact 
compensation payments 


• US: Legal fees at the 
lower end of the range 
(one-time payments)
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by an increase in government recommendations for payments into community
benefit funds (see section 3.4 for further discussion). In the U.S., estimated
opposition costs show no clear temporal trend. Over the period covered by our
data (2007-2021), most estimates are below 4% of installed costs, but there
are both early outliers in 2007 and 2009 and late outliers in 2018 and 2020.
The variability in U.S. estimates is likely explained by the lack of standardized
approaches to managing local opposition to wind projects (see section xy). In
Australia, estimated opposition costs are relatively stable over time, with all
estimates over the 2005-2022 period below 1.5% of installed costs. Denmark,
like the U.S., shows no clear temporal trend. There are both early high-cost
cases (2014) and later ones (2020). The variability of Denmark estimates is par-
ticularly surprising, as a standardized approach for community compensation
was introduced relatively early (in 2008 [7]).
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Fig. 2 Opposition costs across countries. Caption text

In Figure 3, we show estimated opposition costs for Australia, Denmark,
UK, and U.S. side by side with average capital expenditures. While capital
expenditures for wind power projects have trended downwards in most coun-
tries, estimated opposition costs have been either relatively stable (Australia
and Denmark, see Fig. 3), trended upwards (UK), or shown highly variable
behavior (US).

3.2 Prevalence and costs of reactive and pro-active
approaches.

Next, we discuss our results in terms of the opposition management categories
we defined in section 2.1. Among the countries in our cost dataset, proac-
tive approaches are common in Australia, UK, and Denmark. Frameworks
for the compensation of communities by developers exist in all three coun-
tries, although the degree of standardization varies. In the UK, payments into
community benefit funds are not required by law but have become a widely
accepted standard for onshore wind projects, and transparent government
guidelines exist for the payment amount per unit of power installed [27]. In
Denmark, monetary and non-monetary compensation is administered through
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Opposition-related costs differ across countries

• Smaller range in 
Australia (0.1%-1.1%)
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UK: Proactive approaches do not necessarily make 
opposition-related costs more predictable

• Variability in payments has increased rather than decreased over time despite more explicit 
guidance on payment amounts (Plot A)
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• Upwards trend in Copp in contrast to downwards trend in CapEx
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UK: Proactive approaches do not necessarily make 
opposition-related costs more predictable

• Variability in payments has increased rather than decreased over time despite more explicit 
guidance on payment amounts (Plot A)

• Developers were willing to overpay (excess payment > 0, green), now tend to underpay (red) 
after the recommended payment was increased 5-fold (Plot B)
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• Upwards trend in Copp in contrast to downwards trend in CapEx
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However, community benefit fund payments reduce 
pre-commissioning period (in the UK)

• Projects with community benefit fund are shorter on average in terms of pre-commissioning time 
(from planning application submission to commissioning) in most years during 2000-2019


• This holds regardless of whether these are “smooth” or “unsmooth” projects 

Smooth= no permit 
application refused or 

appealed

Unsmooth= permit 
application refused or 

appealed

CBF average, smooth

CBF average, unsmooth
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Drivers of opposition costs: Some evidence for lower 
opposition cost share in larger wind farms 

• No relationship between opposition costs and wind farm density, population density, income level
• Lower per-MW opposition costs for larger wind farms in Denmark, Australia, but not in the UK

UK: No effect because  increasing 
wind farm size over time, AND 

increasing recommended payment
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Conclusions
• Costs associated with local opposition to wind projects are similar in magnitude to 

other, more frequently discussed soft costs

• Large and persistent variability in opposition-related costs across projects, 
even in countries actively trying to manage the problem (e.g.,UK)


• Proactive approaches don’t make opposition costs more predictable 
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Conclusions
• Costs associated with local opposition to wind projects are similar in magnitude to 

other, more frequently discussed soft costs

• Reactive approaches do not appear to be more costly (based on what is currently 
measurable), but may be more risky


• Community benefit funds reduce pre-commissioning time in the UK

• Next step:  Examine other effects of reactive vs. proactive approaches, 

e.g.,  differences in wind farm cancellation rates

• Large and persistent variability in opposition-related costs across projects, 
even in countries actively trying to manage the problem (e.g.,UK)


• Proactive approaches don’t make opposition costs more predictable 

• Size of opposition-related payments is difficult to explain

• Some evidence for cost-reducing effects of wind farm and turbine sizes

• No relationship found for population density, wind farm density, income level 
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No apparent effect, however, on planning period

Smooth= no 
application 
rejection

Unsmooth= 
application 
rejection

WM = Years 
from 

application 
to 

commission
ing?


